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Mentorship

● Created an inclusive environment via weekly 
writing prompts through Slack

● Worked with Seniors from Pine Island High 
School 

● Had a virtual Field Experience 2 with my 
fellow classmates and mentees via Zoom 

Discussion
The takeaways of my project are nature 
based mindfulness can be beneficial for 
one’s mental health and being a part of a 
community like this is beautiful. A part of 
mindfulness is being aware of your 
surroundings, so gaining some 
environmental knowledge is very 
beneficial for ourselves as well as the 
environment. This project has taught me 
the importance of having a community 
to support you while walking an 
unfamiliar path. Being in my leadership 
role, I encountered some internal 
struggles and my mentorship pod has 
really held me accountable. 
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Project Plans

● Make and lead  a MIndfulness 
Activity Guide   

● Completed various assignments to 
gather research 

● Participate in Field Experiences 

Public Health Background
Using my role, I will investigate 
the topic of nature exposure’s 
impact on mental health. Mental 
health can be impacted from your 
mood. Mood can further affect 
the feelings one would feel (1). 
This is why it becomes important 
to keep a positive mood 
throughout the day, and nature is 
a great way to increase your 
mood (2). When it comes to 
finding a spot in nature, it can be 
a little difficult to find a quiet 
nature scene. However, the 
outdoor space can be small, 
large, a park, has trials, water, 
etc. (3). The place you set up to 
immerse yourself in nature is 
pretty much endless. 
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Project Goal
The goal of my projects is to connect students with mental health 

and its benefits of nature exposure by creating an immersive 
student-centered mindfulness activity and facilitating a practice 

session for high school and college students.

A Screenshot of a Student Drawing during 
Field experience 2 mindfulness activity 

Here is a QR 
code of my 

project

Nature-Based Mindfulness and the Effects on 
Mental Health 

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=UMN_ALMA51744370010001701&context=L&vid=TWINCITIES&lang=en_US&search_scope=mncat_discovery&adaptor=Local%20Search%20Engine&isFrbr=true&tab=article_discovery&query=any,contains,mental%20health%20nature
http://www.ecoliteracyschool.com/
http://www.ecoliteracyschool.com/

